
Privacy as a Business Enabler  

Capgemini understands that besides process and technology, concepts focusing 
on human aspects are an essential part of the business equation. By helping 
companies to comply with consumer expectations, we make privacy a differenti-
ator for their business strategy.  

Accountability, trust and individual freedom are cornerstones in the concept of 
privacy. They are also rooted in the value system of Capgemini.

Collaboration with our customers is central to the way we do business. 
Collaboration with end-consumers on the topic of privacy is crucial in an environ-
ment where non-tangible assets (such as brand reputation, customer experience, 
trustworthiness and corporate responsibility) are increasingly becoming key differ- 
entiators.

Capgemini aims to empower your organization to respond quickly and appropria-
tely to these changing market demands. 

Capgemini will help you to draft a unique, collaborative privacy framework 
based on your propositions, geographical footprint, and your position in the 
value chain. As a global IT leader with our roots in applications and busi-
ness transformation for more than four decades, we can not only help you 
to deliver this framework, but also make it work for you. 

Telecommunication industry perspectives



At the same time regulators, both at national and European 
level, are tightening the privacy and data protection regula- 
tions. Compared to the US, there are stringent regulations in 
place in Europe that restrict service providers in the ways  
and extent to which they can make use of consumer data.  

The telecom market situation
Non-tangible assets such as customer experience, trust, 
brand value, reputation, and corporate responsibility have 
become the new differentiators. At the same time, mobile 
communication markets are under serious pressure. We see 
a tendency in European markets for traditional service reve-
nues to stagnate and even decline. 

Saturation of the market is caused by various factors,  
including shift from traditional voice and texting services  
to mobile data, changes in roaming regulations and Wi-Fi 
offload. Increasingly, Over-the-top (OTT) players like Skype, 
Google and Apple are entering the competitive arena. 

New service revenue generation is expected from personal 
data innovations in the area of mobile advertising, mobile 
payment, value added services, internet of things and big 
data initiatives in the broader sense. 

Figure 1:  New service revenue generation is 
expected from personal data innovations, e.g. 
the internet of things1.
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Current market challenges 
Consumer demand for personalized service is increasing 
rapidly. New mobile data service opportunities increasingly 
depend on access to personal data. 

Beside this, consumers demand more transparency and 
autonomy when it comes to processing their own personal 
data. An emerging trend can be seen in the so called (cor-
porate) Personal Information Management Systems 3. These 
solutions aim to put individuals in control of their own data.   

A future-proof privacy strategy as a building 
block for consumer trust
The demand for more control over personal data puts new 
business models on the horizon, where the value of data is 
put in the hand of the consumer. You should ask yourself 
the question: is my business prepared for a future where 
consumers, not companies, call the shots on personal 
data?

Businesses must recognize privacy as part of their product 
and service strategy. Firms with privacy-friendly business 
models and service architectures will differentiate from their 
competitors. 

A future-proof privacy strategy is a competitive advantage in 
the age of the consumer. Trust and the economic value of 
the personal data assets are intertwined.

Consumers will become increasingly aware of the tradeoff 
between relevant services, richer and better experience, 
and their privacy. A modern privacy strategy is not just 
about protecting the consumer data, it must enable consu-
mers to be in control of this tradeoff. 



Increased consumer trust will encourage the willingness to 
share data with the businesses. This will bring a plethora of 
benefits: consumers will have access to a richer set of servi-
ces with greater experience and companies will have access 
to consumer data to accelerate this trend. Telecom business 
will be enabled to tap into newer revenue streams.

Successful data-driven opportunities
The consumer data sharing behavior is crucial for the suc-
cess of future (big) data initiatives. The consumers’ willing-
ness to provide personal data depends on the level of trust 
in the company that collects and uses it.7

The more data consumers are willing to share, the more 
value can be created. Be aware, the opposite can also  
happen: opportunities for the digital economy are at risk if 
consumers refuse to share information.

In this digital era, the consumer becomes an integral part  
of the organizations. Traditional models from organizational  
behavior 8 helps us to understand the consumer data 
sharing behavior, see figure 2. 

Higher trustworthiness and brand appeal of companies 
positively influence consumers’ willingness to share data. 

The table below shows some examples of observed consu-
mer data sharing behaviors.  

Figure 2: Consumer behavior model, based on 
Greenberg (2010), Varieties of Interpersonal 
Behavior 8.

Level Observed Data Sharing Behavior 

Proscocial Behavior Participate in open data, voluntary data sharing, “donating” data, gratuitous positive posting on 
social media 

Cooperation Proactive data sharing, product reviews, forums, co-development

Competition Negotiate data exchange, cookie acceptance, etc.-> value exchange is  expected (e.g. share 
data to use free services, improve service experience, etc.)

Conflict Complaints about personal information processing, legal or regulatory litigation, negative press

Deviant Behavior Hacking, Consumer activism, including Ad-Blocking, Profiling Sabotage9, Fake Identities 10, 
Abuse of Personal Information Request Engines 11 

Obviously, all companies seek for cooperative or even proso-
cially behaving consumer. This calls for consumer trust, toge-
ther with the ability to create added value for the consumer.

More than half of the people today view their personal infor-
mation as an asset to be used to negotiate better deals with 
brands, a UK report says.12

No company wants to end up in a situation where consumers 
show conflicting or deviant behavior. The estimated loss of 

global revenue due to ad-blocking alone is more than 20 bil-
lion USD during 2015.13

81% of people between 18-24 years admit to 

provide wrong information when asked for 

personal information. 73 % believed the risks 

outweigh the benefits when handing over data.14 
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What is the best approach to generate trust and 
create consumer value? 
Recent research shows that only 4% of the EU citizens fully 
trust telecommunication and internet providers. Another 
29% partially trusts them.7  

The Capgemini Consulting approach is focused on increas- 
ing consumers’ trust levels. We apply our trust formula, 
which considers the influences of consumer intimacy, credi-
bility, and the risk appetite of the data collecting company.

Based on this, Capgemini Consulting has developed the 
Collaborative Privacy Model to foster consumer trust in per-
sonal data economies, see figure 3. 

The Capgemini Consulting Collaborative Privacy Model helps 
to increase 1) consumer intimacy, 2) your company’s privacy 
credibility, and 3) reduces your privacy risks effectively.

Consumer intimacy
Consumer intimacy is stimulated by engaging in stakeholder 
dialogue, openness, and transparency. These capabilities are 
the key ingredients for building accountability and trust, which 
are necessary for the functioning of data economies.15

Stakeholder Dialogue: Enter into a dialogue with your consu-
mers and other stakeholders about the expectations they have 
towards your company collecting and using personal data.  

Figure 3: The Capgemini Consulting Collaborative Privacy Model. 

Openness: Be open and honest about the purpose of pro-
cessing personal data. Communicate your privacy commit-
ments clearly to all stakeholders, and live up to it.

Transparency: Inform consumers about how your company 
processes personal data in a clear and understandable 
way. Stakeholders need to understand clearly how you take 
responsibility to comply with privacy regulations and public 
expectations.   

Figure 4: “Only 20% of the respondents are always 
informed about data collection and the way data 
is used” 16.
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Privacy credibility
Your company’s credibility is strengthened by demonstra-
ting your privacy expertise, your ability to give consumers 
a voice in the data sharing process, and the quality of the 
consumer data you hold. 

Privacy Expertise: Develop and demonstrate your privacy 
proficiency. Consumers expect you to be on top of the pri-
vacy regulations and public expectations. 

Data Quality: Consumer data needs to be accurate, 
authentic, accessible, and up-to-date to enable your com-
pany to develop relevant offers and propositions. Among 
others, this requires a well implemented data ownership, 
governance, and operational life cycle. 

Choice & Options: Genuine consumer consent is a very 
powerful legitimacy of processing personal data. Support 
your consumers to understand their data sharing benefits, 
so that they can make informed and conscious choices of 
sharing their data. 

Privacy Registry: Provide a single point of truth of the con-
sumers’ personal data settings and transactions. Provide 
insights on consumer profiling, permissions that have been 
given, and with whom their data has been shared. 

Figure 5: “Two-thirds of respondents (67%) are 
concerned about not having complete control over 
the information they provide online.” 16
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Risk reduction and compliance
Risk reduction and compliance are the foundation of the 
Collaborative Privacy Model. This is achieved by implemen-
ting a mature and effective privacy compliance framework. 
Privacy certifications17 can underline and demonstrate the 
compliance statement. 

The Capgemini Privacy in Control framework (figure 3) sets  
out the privacy governance and implements the privacy 
policies into the company processes, systems and hearts 
and minds of their employees. It is particularly important 
to be prepared for the increasing accountability obligations 
and financial penalties introduced by the new European 
General Data Protection Regulation18

Governance: Clarify ownership and accountability of pri-
vacy compliance, risk management, and decision-making. 
Facilitate internal and external privacy assessments, audits 
and reporting. 

Figure 6: “Half of the respondents say that becoming a victim of fraud is the most serious risk associated with 
their personal information“ 16.

Policies: Formulate legal, compliance and consumer privacy 
policies that outline the principles, values, standards and 
rules of behavior expected.

Processes: Implement privacy-specific processes (e.g. 
data breach notification) and embed privacy controls in the 
business processes. It is important to measure operational 
privacy performance.

Information Technology & Security: Implement adequate 
information security measures and controls (e.g. identity and 
access management). Create data inventory of all systems 
that hold personal data.

Awareness: Develop training and awareness material to 
make privacy top of mind (e.g. Privacy e-learning). Support 
in internal and external communication plans on privacy.
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Creating consumer value 
Creating consumer value requires insights on what truly 
delights your customers. Exciting services, convenience, 
great user-experiences or monetary benefits, to name a few, 
can make the difference.

The challenge, however, is to develop sustainable data strat- 
egies that encourage consumers to share their information, 
to convince them to opt-in for your services and to reinforce 
their engagement.

For example: WEVE, a UK based mobile marketing company 
(at the time of the case a joint venture of O2, Vodafone 
and EE), increased the awareness of Pizza Hut’s various 
promotions like happy-hour. This was done through adver-
tisements across multiple channels, delivering a series of 
highly targeted mobile messages to specific audiences at 
particular times of the day close to Pizza Hut restaurants. 
The result: mobile became the best performing channel for 
driving sales.

Being able to make consumers understand the benefits of 
sharing their preferences, location, and so forth, WEVE was 
able to accumulate 17 million opt-ins within a period of 8 
months.19



Conclusion
Telco’s are well positioned to take the lead in personalized services, but they 
need to act now. Consumer willingness to share personal data is crucial for 
the success of future data-driven opportunities. Success highly depends on 
the level of trust in the data collecting company. Moreover, it is essential that 
sharing personal details must create perceived value for consumers. 

Capgemini Consulting applies the collaborative privacy  approach to leverage 
trust in your company, improve brand reputation, and help you to develop and 
implement sustainable, consumer value creating privacy strategies.

For more information please contact
Andre Walter 
Author & Privacy Consultant 
Capgemini Consulting 
andre.walter@capgemini.com
Tel: +31 6 5541 5810
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About Capgemini Consulting 
Capgemini Consulting is the global strategy and transformation consulting organization 
of the Capgemini Group, specializing in advising and supporting enterprises in significant 
transformation, from innovative strategy to execution and with an unstinting focus on 
results. With the new digital economy creating significant disruptions and opportunities, 
our global team of over 3,600 talented individuals work with leading companies and 
governments to master Digital Transformation, drawing on our understanding of the 
digital economy and our leadership in business transformation and organizational 
change. 

Find out more at:  

www.capgemini-consulting.nl 

 


